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1 Introduction

Mass spectrometry is used to study and identify molecules in a mixture of samples. The spec-

trometer generates sort of fingerprints of molecules, called spectra, which are then subjected to

identification or annotation of the original molecules which could have generated the given spectra.

Mass spectrometry has gained attention in various fields including molecular biology, forensic,

pharmaceutical industry, medicine, etc. For instance, in environmental containment analysis the

mass spectrometry can be used to test food and beverages for contamination or adulteration.

Soil analysis can be carried out with mass spectrometers to estimate the amount of the pesti-

cides or hormone used in cultivation. In forensics analysis, mass spectrometry can be used to

confirm drug abuse or identify explosive residues or fire accelerants to determine incendiarism.

In pharmaceutical analysis, determining structures of drugs and metabolites, as well as screening

for metabolites in biological systems are the main applications of mass-spectrometry analysis. In

clinical researches and clinical drug development the mass spectrometer is used in disease screen-

ing, drug therapy monitoring to monitor protein composition of cells in study, and identification

of infectious agents for targeted therapies.

This thesis focuses on protein identification in a biological mixture from spectrum data obtained

with tandem mass spectrometry.

1.1 The relevance of research

On one hand, tremendous data has been accumulated in biological data repositories due to sharp

drop of the cost of data storage devices in the past few years. On the other hand, the development

of computational devices in the past few years such as the graphical processing units (GPUs)

allows researches to develop computationally expensive and data intensive methods in short time.

As a consequence, several deep learning based methods have been published for spectrum data

annotation recently, such as, MS2PIP [9], pDeep [64], Prosit [21], DeepNovo [48], just to name a

few.

1.2 Aims and objectives of research

In general, the goal of my research project was to develop more accurate spectrum identifica-

tion methods. I developed a novel method, called BoltzMatch, which is based on a stochastic

neural network and can annotate spectrum data more accurately; moreover, in contrary to other

deep, black-box models, BoltzMatch is interpretable. At the time of writing this thesis, Boltz-

Match achieved the state-of-the-art performance in spectrum annotation. More specifically, the

development of the BoltzMatch method involved the following tasks:

1. BoltzMatch required a novel score calibration method, termed Tailor, to ensure that spec-

trum annotation scores obtained with it are normalized and thus comparable.
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2. The training of BoltzMatch required the development of a novel regularization method. This

method was termed diversifying regularization. I showed that the regularization helps train

arbitrary deep, stochastic neural networks as well.

3. I showed that machine learning methods may overfit and result in biased error estimation

due to their high model capacity. I showed that BoltzMatch does not acquire bias during

its training.

1.3 Importance of work

Incorrect spectrum annotation may lead experimental scientist and practitioners to misleading

conclusions about their experiments and to inaccurate decision making; for instance, in selecting

the right drug therapy. Therefore, it is important to develop reliable and accurate methods to

annotate and identify spectrum, in fact, any types of data.

1.4 Publications

My PhD research work has resulted in 4 main articles, of which three of them have been published

in Q1 journals. Ranking is based on Scopus and Web of Science.

First-tier publications.

1. Sulimov P., Voronkova A., Kertész-Farkas A. Annotation of tandem mass spectrometry data

using stochastic neural networks in shotgun proteomics. Bioinformatics, Q1 journal,

2020, doi: https://doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/btaa206, 2020.

2. Sulimov P., Kertész-Farkas A. Tailor: A Nonparametric and Rapid Score Calibration Method

for Database Search-Based Peptide Identification in Shotgun Proteomics. Journal of Pro-

teome Research, Q1 journal, 2020, doi: https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.jproteome.

9b00736.

3. Danilova Y., Voronkova A., Sulimov P., Kertész-Farkas A. Bias in False Discovery Rate

Estimation in Mass-Spectrometry-Based Peptide Identification. Journal of Proteome

Research, Q1 journal, 2019, doi: https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.jproteome.8b00991

Second-tier publications.

4. Sulimov P., Sukmanova E., Chereshnev R., Kertész-Farkas A. Guided Layer-Wise Learning

for Deep Models Using Side Information. In: van der Aalst W. et al. (eds) Analysis

of Images, Social Networks and Texts. AIST 2019. Communications in Computer

and Information Science, Q3 book series, vol 1086. Springer, 2020, doi: https:

//doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-39575-9_6

Reports at conferences and seminars.
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5. Guided Layer-wise Learning for Deep Models using Side Information, 8th International Con-

ference - Analysis of Images, Social networks and Texts, 17-19 July 2019, Kazan, Russia.

6. Generative probabilistic modelling of peptide-spectrum matching in tandem mass spectrom-

etry, X International forum ”Biotechnology: State Of The Art and Perspectives”, 25-27

February 2019, Moscow, Russia.

7. Modification of Restricted Boltzmann Machines for peptide identification, Annual Interuni-

versity Scientific and Technical Conference of Students, Postgraduates and Young Specialists

named after E.V. Armensky, MIEM HSE, 19 February 2018, Moscow, Russia.

8. High-dimensional Generative Probabilistic Models for Peptide-spectrum Matching in Tan-

dem Mass Spectrometry, II Russian-French workshop ”Big Data and Applications”, 12-13

October 2017, Moscow, Russia.

1.5 The organization of the thesis

The thesis is organized as follows. The Chapter 2 provides a brief overview of mass-spectrometry,

discusses biological sample preparation, data generation, database searching-based spectrum iden-

tification process and results validation. The Chapter 3 gives more detailed description of scoring

functions properties and exposes why violation of them could lead to weak statistical power of

scoring function. Finally, Chapter 4 summarizes the Authors results from the articles written

during the whole research process.
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2 Mass spectrometry

2.1 Biological sample preparation

In this thesis a biological sample is referred to a small aliquot containing a mixture of several

proteins and the general aim is to identify the sequences of the protein in the sample [1, 47, 37, 49].

A sample can be, for instance, blood sample, or sample from cancer cell obtained with biopsy, or

small molecules used by bacteria for communication with each other etc.

The proteins in the sample first are cleaved using digestion enzymes to produce smaller

molecules called peptides for the following reasons:

1. to decrease the size of the molecules because instruments can not deal with large molecules

and

2. to reduce the complexity of analysis.

Enzymes cleave proteins at certain positions. This procedure is called digestion or cleaving.

Cleavage site depends on the enzyme and different enzymes may cleave at different sites.

The most popular enzyme is the trypsin which cleaves after Arginine (R) and Lysine (K) if it

is not followed by Proline (P) from the C-terminal [53]. Enzymes may not cleave at certain sites

if they are inaccessible because of protein structure.

2.2 Mass spectrometer and data generation

Mass spectrometer is the instrument which takes an digested sample aliquot as input and the

instrument can take the sample in solid, liquid or gas phase. The instrument produces a set

of spectra which can be considered as fingerprints of molecules to be identified with computer

programs.

A general mass spectrometer consists of the following steps:

1. Vaporization. Transforms the sample to gas phase.

2. Ionization. This step charges positively the molecules, charged molecule (cation) is called

precursor (molecular) ion. Mainly, molecules are charged either by removing electron(s)

with minor change of mass/charge ratio or adding one or more protons which considerably

changes the mass/charge ratio proportional to the mass of proton.

3. Acceleration. The ionized samples are accelerated using a magnetic field.

4. Deflection. In this step the propagation path of charged particles is deflected by a magnet.

Heavier molecules are deflected less, lighter - more. At this stage charged particles are

separated (sorted) according to their mass-per-charge ratio.

5. Detection. Charged particles are detected - nowadays it is done with resolution that is high

enough to distinguish between isotopes; ions are counted.
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Figure 1: Pipeline of mass spectrometer work-flow [7].

The Figure 1 schema depicts a typical mass spectrometer.

One of the key differences between instruments is the type of ionization. For example, during

electronic ionization [33, 28] electrons hit molecules and knock out one electron from the elec-

tron cloud, making molecules positively charged. At electrospray ionization (ESI) molecules are

wrapped in micro droplets or coated by water or lipids, protecting the sample molecules. The

molecular ions caught go through high pressure chambers, where the pressure heats up the sample

and the liquid part evaporates. Only molecular ions remain and hits the detector. Electrospray

ionization can be easily combined with high performance liquid chromatography: the flow of the

chromatographic phase from the column can be sent directly to the capillary for electrospray.

Thus, the mass spectrometer will determine the masses of molecules separated in the analytical

column. This method is referred to as LC-MS (liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry) [51].

The identification of proteins in a complex solution using a combination of mass spectrometry

and high performance liquid chromatography is called shotgun proteomics [2, 62, 19], which is

currently a widely used method.

The tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) approach is illustrated in the Figure 2. Tandem

mass spectrometers are used with ”soft” ionization methods, which are methods that do not utilize

electrons or chemical molecules. Thus, the first mass spectrometer analyses the whole molecular

ions, and then, the molecular ions are fragmented further by collisions with inert gas molecules or

laser radiation in the second mass spectrometer. In the end, each peptide is characterized by a set

of masses and the abundance of the fragment ions, called a spectrum, along with the precursor

ion.

The Figure 3 presents the hypothetical fragmentation of a given peptide leuenkephalin. In

the peptide, the amide bond (CO-NH) is the most vulnerable and it is the most likely position

where the peptide breaks into two parts called b−ion and y−ion. The peptide fragment containing

the N-terminal is called the b−ion, while the other fragment containing the C-terminal is called

the y−ion. The sum of the masses of the b− and y−ions is equal to the mass of the original

peptide ion. The distance between two neighbouring ions (b− or y−ions) is equal to a mass of the

amino acid which separates the two ions. Therefore, reading out the amino acids corresponding

to the distances of the b−ion fragment series would tell the original peptide sequence (except the
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Figure 2: Schema of tandem mass spectrometry approach [5].

Figure 3: Theoretical fragmentation to b- and y-ions of peptide YGGFL. Fragments with masses
are provided above the spectra. Double arrows with captions illustrate that the distance between
two subsequent fragment ion is equal to the mass of corresponding amino acid.

last amino acid), while reading out the amino acids corresponding to the distances of the y−ion

fragment series would tell the original peptide sequence in reverse order (except the first amino

acid).

The Figure 4 shows a graphical illustration of a spectrum most likely to be generated by a

peptide HEEIDLVSLEEFYK. The x-axis denotes the mass-to-charge ration m/z (Th). Mass

is measured in Daltons (Da). Low-resolution mass spectrometers accuracy is within 1 Da, high-

resolution mass spectrometers accuracy is up to 0.02 Da, which means it can make a difference

between the 1/50 of the mass of a proton. The values of y-axis measure the abundance of the

observed fragment ions.
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(A)

(B)

Figure 4: Mass spectrum (A) for HEEIDLVSLEEFYK with possibly correct annotation (B).
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2.3 Database searching-based spectrum identification

In the database-searching approach, an observed spectra si ∈ S, where S denotes the set of

spectra produced by the instrument from a single experiment, is annotated with the best scoring

theoretical peptide, so-called peptide-spectrum match (PSM), found by iteratively matching si

against a database of collected peptides, formally:

si ← ĥ = arg maxφ(si, hj)
hj∈CP (si)

. (1)

This consists of three key elements: (1) the peptide database DB, (2) a selection of biologi-

cally/chemically plausible peptides, called candidate peptides (CP (si) ⊆ DB) for a given experi-

mental spectrum si, and (3) the score function φ : S ×DB → R.

2.3.1 Peptide database

The peptide database is derived from protein sequence libraries, such as the UniProt, which are

related to the experiment. For instance, if the biological samples are obtained from human, then

the peptide database DB is to be constructed from human protein sequences.

The protein sequences are split at specific position according to the cleavage rules of the

enzyme used in the sample preparation. This is also called in silico protein digestion [55]. In

practice enzymes do not cleave properly or the biological samples undergo some modifications.

The peptide database may need to handle these alterations. The typical options for peptide

generation to handle them include (see the Table 1 for an example of trypsin cleavage with possible

alternations):

• Missed cleavages: the number of the missed cleavage sites. This parameter usually ranges

between 0-3.

• Non-enzymatic cleavage: whether one or both peptide terminals may result from non-

enzymatic cleavage.

• Post-translational modifications: some molecules, for instance oxygen or phosphor, may

attach to amino acid and consequently alter the masses of the fragment ions of the peptide

(see Figure 5).

There are two main types of post-translational modification: static and variable [52]. Static

modifications would be placed each time at definite amino acid - for example, Carbamidomethy-

lation (CAM) is the result of reacting cysteine (C) residues with iodoacetamide [61]. This would

cause change in weight of C amino acid with 57.02146 Da, and being ”static” means that it would

be applied to all cysteines in all peptides. Variable modification could occur in peptide, or could

not - and when digesting proteins in silico the maximum number of variable modifications per

peptide can be chosen. Example of variable modification could be oxidation on methionine (that

would lead to increase in mass of methionine by 15.995 Da), or isobaric tandem mass tag (TMT)
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Figure 5: Tyrosine (Y) sulfation in YGGFL alters the weight of amino acids and the peptide
that results peak shifts in the spectrum. One PTM shifts exactly half of all the peaks in peptide.
In case modification happens not on first amino acid, some y-ions would be shifted as well.

labelling of lysine and N-terminal amino acids (N-terminal modification) leading to growth of mass

by 229.16293 Da.

Original protein fragment
MEICRGLR|SHLITLLLFLFHSETICRPSGR|K|SSK|MQAFR|IWDVNQK|G. . .

Tryptic peptides
MEICRGLR, MQAFR, IWDVNQK, . . .

Missed cleavages = 1
IWDVNQKG, SGRK, . . .

Non-enzymatic peptides (spontaneous breakdown)
SHLITLLLF, SGRKSS, . . .

Modified peptides
M(ox)EICRGLR, . . .

Table 1: Fragment of protein from International Protein Index IPI:IPI00000045.1—SWISS-
PROT:P18510-1. Vertical bars mark tryptic cleavage sites. The place of missed cleavage is
highlighted with (red). The place where trypsin does not cleave because of Proline suppression
rule is highlighted with (violet). (ox) indicates the oxidation on methionine (M).

2.3.2 Candidate peptides

The set of candidate peptides (CP) consists of peptides whose neutral mass of the precursor ion

(MPA) is equal to the neutral mass of the precursor ion of si up to an instrument specific error

tolerance. This restriction excludes peptides from the match, whose corresponding molecular

masses are different from the mass of the precursor ion, thus they can not be correct eventually.

In annotation, this restriction speeds up the searching and results in much less false annotations.
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The CP is formally constructed as:

CP (si) = {hj : hj ∈ DB,D(si, hj, Z(si), ε) ≤ 0} (2)

where Z(si) is the precursor charge state of si, D is a tolerance function, ε is mass error tolerance

[54]. In practice, the tolerance function is usually defined in one of the following ways:

• In Dalton:

D(si, hj, Z(si), ε) =
∣∣∣MPA(hj)

Z(si)
−MPA(si)

∣∣∣− ε
• In PPM (Parts per Million):

D(si, hj, Z(si), ε) =
(
MPA(si)− MPA(hj)

Z(si)

)2
−
(
MPA(si) ∗ ε

1000000

)2
.

2.3.3 Score functions

The score function measures a sort of similarity between the observed and the theoretical spectra,

and higher score indicates a better spectrum match, which is based on counting the observed and

theoretical peaks at the same position in the spectra si and hj. However, due to measurement

inaccuracy, peaks are considered matching up to a small instrument specific tolerance δ. For

instance, if there is a peak at position p m/z in the observed spectrum and a peak at position

q m/z in the theoretical spectrum, then these peaks are considered matching iff |p− q| < δ. This

approach is precise, albeit computationally exhaustive.

Another widely used approach involves spectrum discretization in which every spectrum is

converted to a real-valued vector v, and peaks are placed in vector bins. A peak at position p m/z

is placed in the bin k =
[
p+(Z−1)∗MP

Z∗res + 1.0 − offset
]
, and the value of the v[k] is the intensity

of the peak. Here, MP stands for the mass of the proton. If more than one peak would fall in

the same bin, the value of v[k] is usually the maximum of the intensities of the peaks which fall

in the same bin k. Note that peak charges are not available for observed spectra and for them

Z = 1; however, theoretical peptide peaks may be generated with multiple charge states, and Z

may vary. For low resolution instruments it is common to use res = 1.0005079, offset = 0.4;

for modern high resolution instruments: res = 0.02, offset = 0.0. Therefore, if the largest peak

location considered is 2000 m/z, then the discretization results in a 1999-dimensional vector for

low-resolution settings, and 100.000-dimensional vector for high resolution settings. For theoretical

spectra the peak intensities are 1.0, resulting in binary vectors. The drawback of this approach is

that peaks which are placed closer to each other than the predefined tolerance (|p− q| < δ) may

end up in adjacent vector bins.

In the rest of this thesis, any spectrum si or hj indicates a discretized spectrum vector.

Standard score functions are:

• Shared Peak Count (SPC) defined as

SPC(si, hj) =
N∑
k=1

I(si[k] 6= 0)× I(hj[k] 6= 0), (3)
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where N is the number of bins. This approach does not take peak intensities into account.

• Inner product (IP):

IP(si, hj) = sTi hj. (4)

This function takes the intensities of the matching peaks into account.

• HyperScore, introduced by Fenyo et al. [17]:

HyperScore(si, hj) = IP(q, t)×Nb!×Ny! (5)

where Nb! is the factorial of number of matched b-ions and Ny! is the same but for matched

y-ions. The idea behind is that, for example, 4 matching b-ions (or 4 matching y-ions) may

indicate better spectrum peptide match than matching 2 b-ions and 2 y-ions.

• Cross correlation scoring (XCorr) was introduced with SEQUEST [15] as

XCorr(si, hj) = IP(si, hj)−
1

151

+75∑
τ=−75

IP(si, hj[τ ])), (6)

The first part simply qualifies the match between the experimental and theoretical spectra

using the inner product of the corresponding vectors The second part provides an estimation

of the mean of the null distribution from 151 random matches obtained with a random

theoretical peptide hj[τ ] generated by shifting the components of vector hj by τ steps.

We note that theoretical spectra correspond to a real peptide sequences while shifting its

components by ±τ > 0 steps breaks its semantics, and it cannot be associated with any real

peptide sequence of the original mass, hence resulting in a random vector. Consequently,

the XCorr score returns the signed difference between the match score and an estimated

mean of the null distribution.

2.4 Search result validation

Database searching assigns one top-scoring peptide to every spectrum (see Table 2); however, this

does not imply that the assignment is correct. The database-searching based peptide identification

is (1) inexact meaning that the observed spectrum (1a) contains many unexplainable peaks which

stem from the unusual fragmentation of the peptide or contaminating molecules, and (1b) lacks

expected fragmentation ions, which fail to be observed in the mass spectrometer; and it is (2)

incomplete, meaning that the peptide database is not complete and the ”correct” peptide may

not be included [49]. In practice, roughly the 40%-80% of the annotations can be incorrect.

Consequently, spectrum assignment validation methods are essential.
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Spectrum Top-scored peptide Score
s1 ← h1j 0.39
s2 ← h2j 0.97
s3 ← h3j 0.42
s4 ← h4j 1.13
. . . . . . . . . . . .
sn ← hnj

0.01

Table 2: List of top peptide-spectrum annotations.

2.4.1 Decoy peptides

The target-decoy approach (TDA) was introduced in 2007 [11] to validate spectrum annotations.

This approach starts with generating fictitious peptide sequences, called decoy peptides and they

are merged with the set of the original peptides, referred to as target peptides henceforth. There

are four common ways to generate decoy peptides:

• protein reverse: in this approach the whole protein sequence is reversed and the decoy

peptides are generated via in silico digestion as in the case of the target peptides;

• protein shuffle: here, the amino acids of the whole protein sequence are shuffled, and in

silico digestion generates the decoy peptides. This approach generates more decoy peptides

than target peptides because many protein sequences are homologs and hence share tryptic

peptides. A protein-level shuffling scheme will shuffle all copies of these shared peptide

multiple times, once for each occurrence in the proteome. The result is a decoy database

that is larger than the target database, which in turn leads to conservative estimate of FDRs.

[23];

• peptide reverse: the amino acids of the target peptides are reversed;

• peptide shuffle: the amino acids of the target peptides are shuffled.

Usually, the terminal amino acids are left in their places in the peptide-level decoy generation

procedures. It is in need because the terminal amino acids are digestion enzyme specific and

modifying these terminal amino acids would leak information about the type of the peptide,

whether it is target or decoy. For instance, for the peptide ACCQPSTYK, the peptide reveres

approach results in AYTSPQCCK, and the peptide shuffle approach can result in ATQPCSCYK.

Spectrum Top-scoring peptide Score
s1 ← h∗1j 0.39

s2 ← h2j 0.97
s3 ← h∗3j 0.42

s4 ← h4j 1.13
. . . . . . . . . . . .
sn ← hnj

0.01

Table 3: List of top peptide-spectrum annotations, decoy peptides are marked with (*).
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Having generated the decoy peptides and pooled together with the list of target peptides, a

standard database-searching step is carried out (see Table 3). Then the error in the spectrum

annotation can be estimated based on the amount of the decoy peptides found in the search result

under certain mild assumptions discussed in the next section.

2.4.2 FDR estimation

Assuming higher score means better annotation, PSMs can be ordered by their matching scores in

descending order. At any particular score threshold, the PSMs above can be considered as trusted

annotations also referred to as accepted PSMs. In practice, the ratio of the false discoveries is

estimated among the accepted PSMs, where the number of the false discoveries (false positives) is

estimated based on the number of the PSMs assigned to decoy peptides, called decoy PSMs. The

false discovery rate (FDR) is calculated as follows:

FDR = E

[
FP

R

]
, R > 0, (7)

where FP indicates the number of the decoy PSMs and R denotes the number of the target PSMs,

i.e. PSMs which are assigned to target peptides among the accepted PSMs. It has been shown

by Levitsky et al. [44] that FDR estimation in Eq.7 leads to bias in estimation, thus +1 should

be added to FP before dividing by R.

Accurate FDR control requires the following assumptions:

A-1) The set of target and decoy peptides must be distinct,

A-2) The target and decoy peptides should be generated independently,

A-3) The number of target and decoy peptides should be roughly equal sized; otherwise the FDR

calculation must include a correction factor for the size.

A-4) Any spectra should be assigned to incorrect target or decoy peptide with equal likelihoods.

In practice, the score threshold is chosen so that the FDR level of the accepted PSMs is around

a predefined α level.

2.4.3 Q-value calculation

The q-value of a PSM is defined as the smallest α level so that it is accepted at the α level of

FDR. For instance, the q-value of a PSM is 0.005 then it is accepted at 0.5 % FDR level, but it

is not accepted at, say, 0.50001 % FDR level. Note that the q-value of a PSM depends not only

on the spectrum and its corresponding set of candidate peptides, but it also depends on other

spectrum annotations too.

The pseudocode of q-values calculation algorithm is shown by Algorithm 1.

The example of q-values calculation using Algorithm 1 is provided in Table 4.

The example of q-value curves for different search methods is displayed in the Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Spectrum annotation results with various search engines.X-axis denotes q-value thresh-
olds, y-axis indicates the number of accepted PSMs at a given 1-value threshold. Different lines
correspond to different methods; higher curves indicate better performance.
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Algorithm 1: Q-value calculation

Input : List of best PSMs: φ(s1, h1j) , . . . , φ(sn, hnj
)

Output: Q1 . . . Qn

(Sort in decreasing order(φ(s1, h1j) , . . . , φ(sn, hnj
)))

targets← 0
decoys← 1
for i = 1→ n do

if hij is target peptide then
targets← targets + 1

else
decoys← decoys + 1

end if
FDRi ← decoys

targets

if FDRi > 1 then
FDRi ← 1

end if
end for
Q1 ← FDR1, . . . , Qn ← FDRn

for i = n− 1→ 1 do
if Qi+1 < Qi then
Qi ← Qi+1

end if
end for

Spectrum Top scored peptide Score FDR q-value
s6 h6j 2.03 0/1 = 0 = 0
s9 h9j 1.96 0/2 = 0 = 0
s11 h∗11j 1.54 1/2 = 0.5 = 0.16

s4 h4j 1.13 1/3 = 0.33 = 0.16
s7 h7j 1.11 1/4 = 0.25 = 0.16
s2 h2j 0.97 1/5 = 0.2 = 0.16
s10 h10j 0.65 1/6 = 0.16 = 0.16
s3 h∗3j 0.42 2/6 = 0.33 = 0.33

s1 h∗1j 0.39 3/6 = 0.5 = 0.38

s5 h5j 0.28 3/7 = 0.43 = 0.38
s8 h8j 0.25 3/8 = 0.38 = 0.38

Table 4: Illustration of calculating FDRs and q-values.

2.5 De Novo and hybrid spectrum identification methods

Another approach to peptide identification is called de novo sequencing [46]. This approach is

used for new proteomes, when protein sequence databases are not available for new species (new

bacteria, etc.) The advantage of de novo sequencing is that it does not require a database of

candidate proteins, but the disadvantage of this approach is that statistical approaches cannot

be used to validate the identification. Database-searching-based approaches are used when pro-

tein sequence databases are available (for instance, for human tissues). De Novo methods uses

biological and chemical rules to identify subsequences in the input spectrum si [4, 31].
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Hybrid spectrum identification methods combines the de Novo with the database searching

methods, in which the subsequences identified by the de Novo approach is used to filter CP (si)

by removing theoretical peptides hj which do not contain any of the subsequences identified by

the de Novo approach.

The results of this thesis are related to database searching-based approaches and I would not

discuss de Novo methods deeper.
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3 Scoring functions properties

Score functions are the workhorses in peptide identifications pipelines. Good score functions

should be:

a) discriminative, meaning they separate correct PSMs from the incorrect ones,

b) well-calibrated, meaning they have a well defined and accurate semantics,

c) unbiased, meaning that they assign each spectrum to incorrect target or decoy peptide with

equal likelihoods,

d) universal, meaning they work well for spectra generated using diverse configurations of MS

instruments and experimental protocols [23, 40].

3.1 Discriminative property

The discriminative ability of a scoring functions means that the distribution of the scores corre-

sponding to correct PSMs is well separated from the distribution of the incorrect PSMs; therefore,

the correct PSMs can be separated from incorrect ones using simple thresholds.

Score functions in spectrum identification are hindered by (a) the presence of many unexplained

peaks, which stem from the unusual fragmentation of the peptide or contaminating molecules, or

(b) the lack of expected fragmentation ions, which fail to be observed in the mass spectrome-

ter [49]. Score functions attempt to mitigate the negative effects caused by these issues (a) by

considering secondary fragmentation ion products (SFIP), such as the ions derived from water,

carbon monoxide, or ammonia losses, in addition to primary fragmentation ions. For instance, An-

dromeda [6] generates auxiliary peaks for water or ammonia loss products for theoretical peptides

containing D, E, S, T or K, N, Q, R amino acids, respectively; while the popular XCorr function

of SEQUEST [15, 63] additionally incorporates signals from the flanking bins of the discretized

spectrum vector [13], SFIP, and highly charged theoretical fragmentation ion masses depending

on the charge state of the precursor ion. The XCorr is formalized as

XCorr(s, h) = E(s, h)− Z(s, h) (8)

for a discretized experimental spectrum s and a theoretical spectrum h, where E puts a weight

of 50 on the matching primary fragmentation ions, usually b and y ions, a weight of 25 on the

matching flanking peaks, and a weight of 10 on the matching peaks of SFIP, and Z(s, h) presents

a correction factor, which is defined as Z(s, h) = 1
151

∑+75
τ=−75E(s, h[τ ]), where in h[τ ] all vector

elements of h are shifted by τ steps [15, 57]. The weights can be arranged in a weight matrix W ,

providing the formalization E(s, h) = sTWh, where T denotes vector transposition.

Several new score functions and database searching tools have also been introduced, including

Mascot [50], HyperScore of X!Tandem[17], Morpheus [60], and MS Amanda [10]; however, these

methods are based on manually constructed score functions and have resulted in only minor
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Figure 7: Distributions of top scoring PSMs obtained with simple match on Yeast data for doubly
(blue) and triply (red) charged precursor ions.

improvements as compared with SEQUEST [38]. Recent studies focused rather on score calibration

to provide a well-defined accurate semantics so that the spectrum annotations can be compared

with each other [35, 40, 36, 34, 57]; however, a discussion of the discriminative power of the score

functions is often neglected.

3.2 Calibration property

Uncalibrated raw scores may indicate different match quality for different spectra. For instance,

the distributions of the top scoring PSMs of doubly and triply charged spectra shown in Figure

7 indicate that a raw score of 2.5 may imply a correct annotation for a doubly but an incorrect

annotation for a triply charged peptide molecule [35]. Spectrum-specific score calibration methods

aim to provide a sort of score normalization so that spectrum assignments become comparable with

each other; therefore, a single threshold can be selected to accept or reject spectrum annotations.

The calibration allows one to obtain many more spectrum annotations at any desired FDR [35].

Score calibration methods involve a null distribution and calibrate a raw score to either the mean

or the tail of the null distribution.

The standard approach of score calibration is to assign a spectrum-specific statistical signif-

icance to a raw PSM score by estimating a probability of observing a random score equal to or

greater than the observed PSM score. This is the p-value, which in fact has well-defined and

accurate semantics [24, 38, 39] over various experimental protocols and diverse configurations of

MS instruments. The success of the score calibration methods relies on how well they approxi-

mate the tail or the extreme tail of the null distribution to obtain a p-value estimation. Some

methods employ analytical models, such as a binomial distribution in Andromeda [6] and MS
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Amanda [10], Poisson distribution by Open Mass Spectrometry Search Algorithm (OMSSA) [20],

a Weibull distribution for the XCorr [41], or a Gumbel distribution for Spectrum Specific P-value

(SSPV) [56], and rely on the assumption that peaks match independently between spectra. The

disadvantages of these models include that (a) this assumption is not justified in practice [8] and

(b) the analytical probability mass functions (PMF) of binomial or Poisson distributions do not

have cumulative distribution functions in closed forms to calculate the p-value instantly. As a

result, they require a longer CPU time to sum over a larger number of PFMs at hypothetical PSM

scores. The parameters of the exponential distributions (Weibull and Gumbel) are fitted from

empirical PSM scores separately for each spectrum.

X!Tandem [17] and Comet [14] fits a linear regression line to the estimated survival function

of the null distribution to calibrate the score for each experimental spectrum. Comet employs

a log transformation of the survival function, and fits a linear regression line, and calculates a

calibrated score, an E-value, by extrapolating the linear regression model at the top-scoring PSM

score. X!Tandem employs a similar approach; it fits a linear regression line to the empirical

survival function of the log of the HyperScores [17]. Both approaches assume that the tails of the

null distribution decays exponentially; however, this assumption has not been critically analyzed.

The drawbacks of score calibration methods based on fitting specific parametric models includes

that they cannot be straightforwardly generalized to other score functions and that the parametric

distribution whose parameters are estimated using the overall distributions of PSM scores might

not be accurate at the extreme tail [56].

Other types of p-value estimation methods exploit the exact null distribution obtained from

scoring all possible peptide sequences that have the same − up to an instrument specific tolerance

− precursor mass as the observed spectrum [38, 39, 40, 30, 45]. The explicit enumeration of all

sequences is computationally unfeasible; therefore, dynamic programming technique is employed

to count the peptides at each score in the null distribution. These methods, indeed, result in a

perfect score calibration; however, they have several drawbacks.

1. They require proper estimation of the amino acid frequencies in the peptide database.

2. The calculation of the elements of the dynamic programming table requires a significant

amount of CPU time.

3. The dynamic programming approach requires the score function to be additive [30].

4. The dynamic programming method fails for peak-matching-based score functions (e.g. XCorr)

used with data of high-resolution fragment mass accuracy because the fragmentation ions

are approximated by the sum of the discretized masses of the amino acids in the dynamic

programming method, which in turn can be different from the discretized mass of the whole

fragmentation ion in high-resolution settings. Note that, for low-resolution MS2 data, the in-

formation loss due to discretization hardly poses any problems in practice. This is discussed

in details by Lin et al. [45].
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Figure 8: Illustration of the principles of the PSM score calibration approaches on a null distribu-
tion denoted by grey. The null distribution was obtained during scoring a real spectrum. (Green)
XCorr calibrates the matching score by measuring the difference between the PSM score and an
approximation of the mean of the random matching scores (Comet, Sequest, Tide). (Purple) Re-
gression based methods fit a liner line on the empirical survival function based on the histogram
of the random scores and extrapolates an E-value where a PSM score falls on this regression line
(Comet, X!Tandem). (Blue) empirical p-values are calculated from the exact null distribution
obtained with dynamic programming methods (XCorr exact p-value in Tide, MS-GF+) or with
Monte-Carlo techniques [35]. (Red) P-values are calculated by using analytical probability den-
sity functions (OMSSA, Andromeda, Morpheus, SSPV, Weibull calibration of XCorrs). (Yellow)
Tailor methods calibrates the score to the top 100-quantiles, i.e. relatively to the score which has
a p-value of 0.01.

To overcome many of the issues mentioned above, empirical p-values of PSMs can be estimated

via scoring spectra against a large number, say 10K, of decoy peptide databases [35]. In this

scenario, well-calibrated p-values can be obtained for any type of score function using with high-

or low-resolution MS2 data, albeit at the expense of CPU time. Figure 8 illustrates and compares

the principles of the score calibration methods on a null distribution.

3.3 Unbiasedness property

In order to obtain accurate FDR control and estimation, incorrect spectrum annotations ought

to be assigned to either target or decoy peptides with equal likelihood. Standard raw scoring

functions meet this condition because they do not have the capacity to distinguish between target

and decoy peptides. However, machine-learning-based methods that involve target and decoy

peptides in training to improve spectrum annotation accuracy can attain preference toward target

peptides or annotations matched to target peptides. This results in a biased FDR estimation.

3.4 Universality property

Different instruments, experimental protocols, and database-searching parameters have an im-

pact on the experimental spectra observed. For instance, the ionization type could differ between

instruments and, as a result, the experimental spectra might have different peak distributions,

Furthermore, experimental protocols, the consideration of modifications or missed cleavages, in-

fluence the collection of theoretical peaks. Machine learning method trained on certain type of

dataset might not necessarily generalize to other spectra generated with different types of instru-
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ments and experimental protocols. For instance, features learnt from spectrum data obtained with

high-energy collision dissociation (HCD) fragmentation may not be appropriate for data obtained

with collision-induced dissociation (CID) or electron-transfer dissociation (ETD) fragmentation.

3.5 Learning new score functions

The peculiarity of learning score functions for spectrum annotation in this field is that it is

not possible to obtain a human annotated spectrum dataset because human observers cannot

go inside a mass spectrometer, visually observe the molecules and annotate the spectra they

produce. Therefore, in this field, supervised training along with training-validation-test scenario

is not applied; instead, machine learning (ML) methods are trained via self-supervision, in which

a small data is annotated via standard database-searching methods and used as training data.

Since, the self-supervision does not involve human in the loop, this can be done for every data

to be annotated. Therefore, the question is how well a method can generalize to obtain more

annotations on the same dataset compared against the standard or other score functions. This

approach was introduced in this field with Percolator in 2007 [32] and has become a standard

since then; albeit it was introduced as a semi-supervised method.

Unfortunately, there is a potential danger with this approach. A ML method can learn to give

preference to target peptides, that is a spectrum matched to target peptides can yield systemat-

ically higher scores than when it is matched to decoy peptides. This can result in a biased FDR

estimation without showing any signs of problems. Therefore, it is important to show that the

improvement in spectrum annotation made by a machine learning based scoring function does not

arise from this bias.
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4 Summary of the thesis articles

The main result of this thesis is the BoltzMatch method which is a stochastic neural network based

scoring function for spectrum annotation. BoltzMatch was invented to provide a score function of

high discriminative power. BoltzMatch models the joint probability of observing an experimental

s and a theoretical h spectra, modelled with a restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM), and it is

defined as

p(s, h) =
1

Z
exp{E(s, h)}, (9)

where the theoretical spectrum h is treated as an unobservable latent variable, an idealized ver-

sion of the observed, flawed experimental spectrum s, which contains unexplainable peaks and

incomplete fragmentation ion series. E(s, h) = sTWh is referred to as an energy function, and Z

is a normalization factor which is defined as Z =
∑

s′,h′ exp{E(s′, h′)} for all possible vectors s′, h′,

and in which the parameters in W are to be learned from the observed mass spectrometry data.

The log-likelihood log p(s, h) = E(s, z) − logZ remarkably resembles the XCorr function defined

in Eq.8. On the one hand, one can roughly regard the XCorr as a log-likelihood of a manually

crafted RBM, while on the other hand, one can roughly regard BoltzMatch as a generalization of

XCorr in which the parameters are learned from the data. Figure 9B illustrates the matching of

an experimental and a theoretical spectra by XCorr and BoltzMatch.

(A)
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Database peptide

m/z
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spectrum

HEEDLVSEEFYK

Discretized, 
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spectrum vector 

Discretized, binary  
spectrum vector 

25 25
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(B)

m/z

m/z
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Figure 9: Graphical models of XCorr and BoltzMatch score functions. (A) XCorr weights matching ions by 50,
flanking peaks by 25, and losses by 10; the weight values were specified manually. (B) Fully connected stochastic
neural network, BoltzMatch, for matching observed with theoretical spectra. BoltzMatch considers the association
between all peak pairs and learns to weight them solely from the data.

4.1 Training of BoltzMatch

Training of RBMs is carried out with maximum likelihood estimation

w̃ = argmax
w

log pw(s) (10)
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where s denotes an experimental spectrum and pw denotes a Gibbs distribution parametrized with

w and modelled with a restricted Boltzmann machine. The weights are updated by calculating

the derivatives of log pw(s) with respect to the model parameters, that is,

w
(t+1)
i,j = w

(t)
i,j +

∂ log pw(s)

∂wi,j
, (11)

where t indicates the iteration. The derivatives lead to

∂ log pw(s)

∂wi,j
=
∑
h′

pw(h′ | s) s[i] h′[j] −
∑
s′,h′

pw(s′, h′) s′[j] h′[i], (12)

where the first summation goes over all possible binary vectors h′ and the second summation

goes over all possible vectors of s′ and h′. The conditional probability pw(h | s) is defined as

pw(h = 1 | s) =
∏

i σ(
∑n

j=1wijvj), where σ(a) = (1+exp(−a))−1 is the sigmoid function [18]. The

training of RBMs is notoriously hard (a) when latent variables are involved and (b) because it

employs Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling to approximate the normalization factor Z

[27] to avoid the intractable enumeration of s′ and h′. In order to make the training of BoltzMatch

more efficient, we developed a few tricks to tackle these problems by exploiting peculiarities of the

mass spectrometry data:

1. Our model is restricted to only observed spectra s′ and to possible theoretical spectra h′ that

encode real peptides. Moreover, we define pw(h′, s′) = 0 whenever the precursor masses of

these spectra are not equal up to an instrument-specific tolerance. Note that pw(h′, s′) = 0

could lead to troubles when its logarithm is taken, thus, we just simply avoid considering such

spectrum pairs in practice. Note that we consider this assumption reasonable in database-

searching-base spectrum identification.

2. For every experimental spectrum there is only one theoretical peptide h considered that can

be responsible for generating the observed spectrum s; therefore, we expect pw(s, h) >> 0,

while we expect pw(s, h′) ≈ 0 for all other theoretical peptides h′ within the precursor mass

tolerance window. This will lead to a simplification of Eq.12 of the following form:

∂ log pw(s)

∂wi,j
≈ ∂ log pw(s, h)

∂wi,j
= pw(h | s) s[i] h[j] −

∑
s′,h′

pw(s′, h′) s′[j] h′[i], (13)

where h is the theoretical peptide responsible for generating the observed spectrum s. Un-

fortunately, the correct theoretical peptide is not known. Therefore, a standard database

searching step is carried out to identify the (possibly) correct theoretical spectrum for each

experimental spectrum with a q-value less than 0.005 prior to the training of BoltzMatch.

3. The second summation of Eq.12 involves the enumeration of all possible vectors h′; however,

most of them do not correspond to biologically plausible vector representations of any pep-

tides. For instance, consider a vector h in which every second bin is filled with one while all
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other bins are filled with zeroes; such vectors can be excluded from the enumeration. There-

fore, we restrict the second summation to the candidate peptides of observed spectrum s,

which leads to the following formula:

∂ log pw(s, h)

∂wi,j
≈ pw(h | s) s[i] h[j] −

∑
h′∈CP (s)

pw(s, h′) s[j] h′[i], (14)

where CP (s) indicates the candidate peptides of the experimental spectrum s. Note that in

general training of RBMs, the second summation is approximated using MCMC methods;

however, in our opinion, the sampling would hardly result in any biologically plausible vector

that could be associated with any real peptide molecule in this case.

4. Observed spectrum data set can contain ubiquitous peaks which appear in almost every

spectrum at the same m/z location. For instance, the samples in the HumVar data set

were prepared using TMT sixplex labelling which has an associated weight of 229.16293 Da

and one can observe peaks around 230 m/z and 115 m/z in almost all experimental spec-

tra. These peaks possibly correspond to single charged and double charged TMT labelling

residues. These ubiquitous peaks do not contain useful information for spectrum identifica-

tion, but they interfere in generative modelling as they can correlate with all other peaks.

To mitigate the effect of these ubiquitous peaks, we added a diversifying regularization [58]

− discussed in the next subsection in details − in the following form:

DR =
∑

si,sj∈MB

hTi hj, (15)

to the learning objective defined in Eq.14, where si, sj are observed spectrum pairs from

a given mini-batch MB and hi ∼ p(hi | si) = σ(sTW ) (hj is defined similarly), where

σ(a) = (1 + exp(−a))−1 is the sigmoid function.

The regularized training of BoltzMatch was carried out by optimizing log pw(s, h) via maximum

likelihood estimation:

w̃ = argmaxw

 ∑
(s,h)∈D

log

(
exp(Ew(s, h))

Zs

)
+ αDR

 , (16)

where Zs =
∑

h∈CP (s) expEw(s, h) and (s, h) ∈ D denotes PSMs having q-values less than 0.005,

which were obtained with standard database searching and α denotes a trade-off parameter of the

regularization.

4.2 Diversifying regularization

The diversifying regularization (DR) was introduced as a general regularization method to help

train arbitrary deep generative and discriminative models. The DR method was published as a

separate article [58]. Here, I give brief summary of the method and the results.
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Deep models [3], especially deep neural networks (DNNs), iteratively process data through

various abstraction levels as s = h0 → h1 → h2 → · · · → hL = y. The first layer s is the raw

data layer, and higher layers hl aim to give a higher abstraction of the data, often referred to as

features. The last layer can correspond either to class labels y in classification tasks or some other

high-level cause in generative tasks. Each layer utilizes a monotone, non-linear so-called activation

function gl(h
T
l θl) → hl+1 to transform features hl to hl+1, where θl denotes the parametrization

of the feature transformation at the given layer.

For a given set of data D = {si}, the model parameters are estimated by maximizing the data

log likelihood, which is given as:

l(θ;D) = logP (D; θ) =
∑
si∈D

log
∑
h

P (si,h; θ). (17)

Lower bound of Eq.17 could be written as following:

L(θ, φ;D) =
∑
s∈D

logP (s; θ)−
∑
s∈D

KL (Qφ
s , P

θ
s ). (18)

This means that a tight lower bound can be achieved by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler (KL)

divergence between the variational distribution Q and the exact posterior distribution P .

The training of θ parameters in deep models is notoriously hard, and it is often viewed as an art

rather than a science. There are four main problems with training deep models for classification

tasks:

I. Training of deep generative models via an unsupervised layer-wise manner does not utilize

class labels, therefore essential information might be neglected.

II. When a generative model is learned, it is difficult to track the training, especially at higher

levels [22]. For DNNs, the backpropagation method suffers from a problem known as van-

ishing gradients [16].

III. In principle, a generative model can be fitted to data arbitrarily well [59, 29, 26], in practice,

the optimization procedure with latent variables can stuck in a poor local minima.

IV. The structure of the model is often specified in advance, and the designed model might not

fit the data well. In particular, the number of hidden units or layers is often defined by the

experimenter’s intuition or habits; however, it is hard to give a bone fide estimation on the

numbers of the latent components.

As a solution of aforementioned problems, a new regularization method was introduced, called

diversifying regularization (DR), on the hidden units for training deep models for classification

tasks. In principle, the proposed regularizer favours different abstract representation for two data

samples belonging to different classes. This regularization is denoted by D(h
(l)
p ,h

(l)
q ), where h

(l)
p

and h
(l)
q are abstract representations of data sp and sq (resp.) at layer l, and the data are of

different types (yp 6= yq). For maximum likelihood estimation of generative models, DR is defined
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in terms of divergence function D(Qsp , Qsq) and include it in Eq.18 as an additive term. For

discriminative learning of DNNs using backpropagation, DR is defined as a distance function and

include it in the learning objective as an additive cost.

As example of practical application, in deep belief networks (DBN) layers could be pre-trained

with Restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs).

The diversifying regularization for the variational optimization is introduced on the individual

factors Qj
s in the following way:

DH(Qφ
sp , Q

φ
sq) = 1−

∑
h={0,1}

√
Qj,φ

sp (h)Qj,φ
sq (h) (19)

We tested the impact of DR on the training of a deep belief network (DBNs) [43] on the

Cifar-10 dataset [42]. The dataset contains tiny (32 × 32) color pictures from 10 classes, 50,000

for training and 10,000 for testing. We constructed a DBN of 11 layers, each having 500, 300, 200,

150, 100, 80, 60, 50, 30, 20 hidden and 10 output units, respectively. The weights in every layer

were pre-trained by RBM with DR and without DR as a baseline (control).

The results are shown in Figure 10. The first 10 plots (first five rows) show the pseudo-log

likelihoods obtained during training RBM with DR (solid) and without DR (dashed) at every

layer. The last two plots in the last row show the cost and the test error during the fine-tuning,

when it was applied after regularized (solid) and unregularized (dashed) pre-training. These

plots show that the fine-tuning achieved much faster convergence and much better generalization

performance when the weights were pre-trained using DR. These results show that DR help the

learner achieve better local minimum and lower generalization error.
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Figure 10: Learning curves during training of RBM and DBN. The numbers in the parenthesis in
the legends indicate the run time in minutes. Cost is defined as cross entropy.

Overall, help of DR in case of DBNs could be explained since DR includes class information

about the data, which might not maximize the pure log likelihood but favours solutions where

different types of data have more different abstract representations as well. On the other hand,
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discriminative training of deep models can also benefit from DR, because it can provide good

gradients at low layers, directly helping to cope with vanishing gradient problem.

4.3 Evaluation of BoltzMatch in spectrum identification

Having BoltzMatch trained, PSMs were scored by log p(s, h) = E(s, h) − log(Zs), where Zs =∑
h′∈CP (s)E(s, h′) and an experimental spectrum is annotated by the theoretical peptide h̃ that

yields the highest score h̃ = argmaxh′∈CP (s) log p(s, h′). These scores are uncalibrated and proper

score calibration methods can result in an increased number of spectrum annotations [35, 57]. To

calibrate the BoltzMatch score with the XPV method, let PVs(c) denote the p-value of a score c

for a given spectrum s calculated with the XPV method. Then the p-value of a spectrum s and

a score c = p(s, h) obtained with BoltzMatch can be derived as

PVs(c) = PVs(p(s, h)) (20)

= PVs(log p(s, h)) (21)

= PVs(E(s, h)− logZs) (22)

= PVs(E(s, h)) = PVs((s
TW )h) (23)

= PVs(sBMh), (24)

where Eq.21 follows from the fact that the log function performs a monotone transformation,

which does not have an impact on the p-value of any distributions, Eq.22 follows from the fact

that the normalization factor logZs is a spectrum-dependent constant and can be omitted, sBM =

sTW , and sBMh denotes the dot product of two vectors sBM and h. Therefore, the BoltzMatch

scores can be calibrated with any standard XPV score calibration methods using the transformed

experimental spectra sBM .

However, the XPV methods break down with high resolution MS2 data, which was discussed

in Section 3.2 in point 4. We developed a new score calibration method, called Tailor, which

works well not only with BoltzMatch, but with any score functions with high- and low-resolution

information and Tailor does not rely on any assumptions on the form of the score distribution,

i.e. whether it is e.g. binomial. This method will be introduced in details in the next section.

4.4 PSM score calibration with Tailor methods

The Tailor approach is a non-parametric, heuristic PSM score calibration method, which calibrates

PSM scores by dividing them with the top 100-quantile of the empirical, spectrum-specific null

distributions (i.e. the score with an associated p-value of 0.01 at the tail, hence the name)

observed during database searching. Let us consider an experimental spectrum e that is matched

to N different candidate peptide sequences during the database searching step resulting in the

following positive PSM scores: s1, s2, . . . , sN > 0. Let us assume, for now, that N is large enough

and that these scores are sorted in decreasing order; thus, the experimental spectrum e is to be

annotated with the peptide sequence that produces the score s1. These scores form the basis of
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Figure 11: Correlation between the mean and the standard deviation (std) of the empirical null
distributions. Each dot represents the mean and the std of the match scores of the candidate
peptides of a single experimental spectrum. The scoring was carried out using the HumVar
dataset with Match score (A) and Yeast with OMSSA’s -log(p-values) (B) against a decoy peptide
dataset. Colors indicate charge states; the numbers in parentheses show the number of the spectra,
the correlation coefficients (R), and the p-values (P) for testing the hypothesis that there is no
relationship between the mean and the std (null hypothesis).

an empirical null distribution for the spectrum e. The 100-quantiles define 99 cut points dividing

the range of the probability distribution into 100, continuous intervals with equal probabilities.

The last (99th) score of the 100-quantiles of the empirical null distribution, denoted by Q100,

is obtained here by selecting the PSM score at the position i∗ = [N/100], where [.] denotes the

standard rounding operation. Therefore, Q100 = si∗ and the Tailor method calibrates the raw

match scores by

s̃i =
si

Q100
(25)

for i = 1, . . . , N , which are simply referred to as Tailor scores.

Tailor method exploits the tail of the observed null distribution which may be inaccurate but

random scores are observed during the database search step, but not the extreme tail, where

samples are rare. This contrasts with exact p-value methods (XPV, MSGF+) which enumerate

all random scores including at the extreme tail at the expense of CPU time to obtain an exact

and accurate empirical null distribution. Therefore, Tailor is fast albeit less accurate, while exact

methods are accurate, albeit slow.

The Tailor score calibration is based on division instead of subtraction, and this relies on the

following empirical observation. The mean of the null distribution is highly correlated with its

standard deviation, as illustrated in Figure 11 for two experimental datasets from our benchmark.

Consequently, a null distribution that has a larger mean also has a tail that decays slower compared

to distributions that have a smaller mean. Therefore, a certain difference, say l, between the top

score s1 and Q100 (l = s1−Q100) might be significant for null distributions with a low mean but

can be puny for those having a large mean. The ratio of s1 to Q100 implicitly takes into account
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Figure 12: Distributions of top scoring PSMs obtained with match scores calibrated with the
Tailor method on Yeast data for doubly (blue) and triply (red) charged precursor ions.

the width of the null distribution; that is, the wider the null distribution, the higher its mean,

the higher the score Q100; therefore, the score s1 is calibrated with a stronger factor Q100. Thus,

the Tailor method incorporates the width (std) of the null distribution in this way. This contrasts

with the XCorr metric.

An illustration on how the Tailor calibration decreases the difference between the score distri-

butions of doubly and triply charged spectra is shown at Figure 12.

4.4.1 The main results of BoltzMatch in spectrum annotation

BoltzMatch was trained using three data sets obtained from previous publications, which contained

high-resolution MS2 information (HumVar, iPRG, Malaria). They contained a total of 41,792

spectra and they were discretized with a 0.05 Da bin width. We note that BoltzMatch was trained

and evaluated on these data sets separately, and the BoltzMatch search scores were calibrated with

the Tailor method. Then we benchmarked BoltzMatch against several popular search engines

and reported the number of accepted PSMs as a function of the q-values in Figure 6. The

results show that BoltzMatch was able to annotate 12,019 observed spectra at a 0.1% FDR,

which is 49.05% more annotations compared with the standard XCorr score function when both

scorings were calibrated with the Tailor method. Conversely, XCorr annotated 12,019 spectra

containing 5.3 times more false PSMs than BoltzMatch. Res-Ev method with XPV calibration

is the current state-of-the-art scoring scheme designed specifically for high-resolution MS2 data,

which was outperformed by BoltzMatch by around 17.78% more annotations at a 0.1% FDR; in

contrast, Res-Ev yielded 12,019 PSMs with 4.4 times more errors than BoltzMatch.
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4.5 Interpretation of BoltzMatch

To reveal the reasons why BoltzMatch outperforms XCorr, the transformed spectrum sBM = sTW

obtained with the weights of BoltzMatch was compared to sXC obtained with the application of

the cross-correlation penalty of XCorr [12] using an observed spectrum s from the Malaria data

set (scan id = 7990). The two spectra are shown in Figures 13A-B.
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Figure 13: An observed spectrum from the Malaria data set (scan id = 7990) annotated with the
database peptide YYNLQTQLERY. Peaks with positive intensity values matching to theoretical
b- and y-ions are marked with green and orange colors, resp. (A) Annotation of sXC obtained
with XCORR with a q-value of 0.0049. (B) Annotation of sBM obtained with BoltzMatch with a
q-value of 0.0019.

On the one hand, this figure suggests that BoltzMatch normalizes the peak intensity depending

on whether it can be explained by other nearby peaks, whereas XCorr diminishes peak intensities

depending on the density of nearby peaks regardless of the semantic of their context. For instance,

the peak corresponding to the b-ion YY (red peak near 600 m/z in Figure 13) was increased by

around 55% with BoltzMatch but reduced by 10% with XCorr. On the other hand, BoltzMatch is

able to recover peaks corresponding to unobserved but expected fragmentation ions. For instance,

the peak corresponding to the y-ion KYR (green peak near 700 m/z in Figure 13) was recovered

from its neighbouring peaks in sBM with a positive intensity value, but it receives a negative

intensity value (i.e. a penalty) in sXC by XCorr.

4.6 Biased score functions

Recently, we showed that a simple machine-learning-based scoring system can easily learn to give

preference to target peptides which in turn leads to a biased FDR estimation [8] as it was discussed

in Section 3.3.
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Scoring functions can give preference to target (or decoy) peptides during the spectrum identifi-

cation search without even considering peptide labels. Contrary to expectations, the distribution

of the theoretical target and decoy spectra is slightly different in the spectrum vector space,

and even a simple linear model can exploit this information. For instance, a logistic regression

(LogReg) achieved a 0.551 AUC score on classifying the theoretical target and decoy spectrum

vectors, trained and tested on semi-tryptic peptides from Yeast protein sequences in which decoy

peptides were produced by reversing. This means that scoring functions which consider account

peak location specific weights can induce bias whether the weights are tuned manually or learned

by a particular machine learning algorithm. The situation with vanilla artificial neural networks

(ANNs) is even more dismal (or astonishing). On the same dataset, an ANN achieved a spectac-

ular AUC score as high as 0.902 in peptide classification (See blue and red ROC lines in Figure

14). This means that scoring functions that account for peak pair and peak location specific

weights can induce large biases. Perhaps deep learning methods may achieve better discrimina-

tion between target and decoy peptides. However, when the target (resp. decoy) peptides are

split randomly into positive and negative sets, the ANN achieves only 0.543 (resp. 0.512) AUC

score (see Figures 3−5 in Supplementary to article ”Bias in False Discovery Rate Estimation in

Mass-Spectrometry-Based Peptide Identification”). In our opinion, this shows that the distribu-

tions of the target and decoy spectra are indeed different, and ANN does not achieve a high AUC

score due to data memorization.

In practice, for instance, the DRIP scoring function [25] can give preference to target peptides.

The underlying problem is conceptual in our opinion. DRIP uses a set of spectra labelled by

correct target peptides as training set to learn the parameters of a dynamic Bayesian network

to model correct spectrum-peptide alignments. However, the training procedure also learns a bit

of the distribution of the target peptides, resulting in a preference for them. We showed this by

the following experiment using fully tryptic Yeast peptides. First, we generated 1000 spectrum-

peptide pairs in silico to train DRIP. Then, we generated an additional 2000 synthetic spectra

for searching with DRIP against a disjunct set of target and reversed decoy peptides. No correct

PSMs were possible to find; thus, target and decoy peptides were expected to be equally likely to

be assigned to query spectra. The XCorr scoring function achieved a fairly random assignment

resulted in 0.496 AUC score. However, an ROC analysis of the search results of DRIP showed

0.531 AUC, which indicates target peptide preference (see orange and purple ROC lines in Figure

14).

4.6.1 Bias test of BoltzMatch

Here, I argue on theoretical and practical grounds that BoltzMatch is not biased.

For the theoretical ground, consider an observed spectrum s. BoltzMatch would be biased if

it assigned roughly higher scores to target peptides than to decoy peptides, that is, log p(s, t) '

log p(s, d) for independently sampled target t and decoy d peptides, which are unrelated to s.

This would imply that the Gibbs distribution represented by a restricted Boltzmann machine

has higher mass around target peptides than around decoy peptides. However, target and decoy
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Figure 14: Discrimination of target against decoy peptides with artificial neural network (ANN,
blue), logistic regression (LogReg, red), DRIP (orange), and XCorr scoring function (purple)
evaluated by ROC analysis. The diagonal line (dashed line) indicates an perfectly unbiased scoring
function, which would be the ideal case.

peptides are taken from the peptide data set t, d ∈ CP (S), and they are treated equally in the -∑
h′∈CP (s) pw(s, h′) s[j] h′[i] phase (called negative phase). This means that the training procedure

pushes down the unnormalized probability at t and d equally, if they are unrelated to s.

For the practical ground, all the 15,057 top-scoring PSMs were taken from the HumVar data

set, which were obtained with BoltzMatch scoring, and selected the 5,000 worst-scoring PSMs

(i.e., the bottom one-third from the ranked PSM list) for further ROC analysis. The tail of a

ranked PSM list should contain only incorrect spectrum annotations, which are equally likely to

be matched to either target or decoy peptides in case of an unbiased scoring method. Consequently,

the distribution of the target PSM scores (i.e., PSMs in which spectra matched to target peptides)

and the distribution of the decoy PSM scores should be indistinguishable, which can be tested with

a ROC analysis. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) obtained with data used and shown in

Figure 15 is 0.51 that has an associated p-value of 0.136 obtained with a two-sided Mann-Whitney

U-test. This shows that one PSM score distribution is stochastically not greater than another one

at a significance level α = 0.1. The 2.000 worst-scoring PSMs of the ranked PSM list results in

an AUC of 0.49927 with an associated p-value of 0.95522.
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Figure 15: ROC analysis of the tail of a ranked PSM list obtained with scoring the HumVar
dataset using a trained BoltzMatch. The diagonal line (dashed line) indicates an unbiased scoring
function and identical distributions of the target and decoy PSM scores. The blue line shows the
ROC analysis of the distribution of the target PSM scores against the distribution of the decoy
PSM score. The p-value of ROC analysis was obtained with a two-sided Mann-Whitney U-test.
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5 Conclusions

Many, if not all, machine learning-based methods for spectrum annotation uses self-supervised

learning. In this approach, one performs a standard database searching to get some spectrum-

peptide annotations as training data for a machine learning method, which in turn can be used to

obtain, hopefully, more spectrum annotations. This self-supervised learning approach reminds us

the chicken-egg problem, one needs annotated spectra to annotate more spectra. On one hand,

this allows one to construct a set of training data immediately, for any instrument and experiment

protocols using a fast and a simple scoring function, and the question remains whether the machine

learning method is able to generalize from the training examples to annotate more spectra at any

FDR level.

However, due to lack of human annotation, the training data lacks “hard examples” meaning

spectrum-peptide matches which are truly correct but not straightforward to explain and which

would be likely missed by standard score functions. Therefore, the main question remains whether

BoltzMatch could be trained without labelled training data, i.e., could we train it with fully

unsupervised fashion? Because BoltzMatch originates from restricted Boltzmann machines which

can be trained via unsupervised fashion, BoltzMatch could be trained without annotated spectrum

data as well.

I did try to train BoltzMatch without training data with the following modifications. In the

modelling of the correct matches p(s, h) − where the h were identified by standard database

searching methods as defined in Eq.13 − the h was replaced with the filtered experimental spec-

trum s′; that is, the s′ was obtained from s via removing the low intensity, possibly noisy peaks.

The approach did result in an improved performance compared to the baseline, meaning that it

managed to generalize to the baseline scoring methods XCorr. Unfortunately, this approach did

not result in additional annotations compared to the case when self-supervision was used how-

ever, as for future research directions, it would be desirable to eliminate the self-supervision, and

the target and decoy peptides from the learning pipelines because, this could reduce the risk of

developing biased methods.
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